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AS Spends $23,500
on Homecoming Week
by Blaine Townsend

In traditionally the most active pro
gramming week of the year, the
Associated Students is spending a
total of $23,508 on the homecoming
events.
"This is by far the most diverse pro
gramming that has ever occured on
this campus," says Secretary of
Athletics Sam Attisha. It is certainly
the most money ever spent.
The bulk of the money is being
spent on the homecoming dance
being held at the Hyatt Islandia. The
cost of the dance will run $17,333.
This figure does not include the
revenue generated by the $45 bids to
the dance which are on sale at the
USD box office in the bookstore.
According to the AS operating
budget for the fall of '86, $11,692 of
the money allocated for the dance will
go towards dinner. The Lost 45's and
Catracks, the two bands who will

"rock 'n roll your socks off," accord
ing to AS Vice President Harry Hadjian, will cost the AS $1,800.
The actual homecoming day event
takes place at the USD Occidental
football game on Saturday,
November 8th. The day will include
the game, the parade and the crown
ing of the Homecoming Queen at half
time. The total cost by the Associated
Students will be $3,000
The AS will spend another $1,800
for the nighttime activities during the
homecoming week with a special
Showcase and Lark. At the Showcase
on November 4, usually not held on
the same week as a Lark, their will be
three comedians, J] Walls, Russ T.
Nailz and Steve Gates. The Lark will
feature "The Unforgiven," who has
made national appearances.
The $23,000 which has been com
mitted by the AS for the homecoming
festivities come out of the total AS
operating budget of $301,050.

Stringed Instruments
by Shirley McKevitt
To heighten the awareness about
stringed making activity in San Diego,
USD will hold an afternoon of music and

string lore, tree ot charge, at 2:15 p.m. on
Sunday, Nov. 2.
Participating members of the Southern
California Violin Makers Association

Torero Week 1986
MONDAY, NOV. 3
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL, Lark 6 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOV. 4
FAMILY FEUD, Serra Hall, 11 a.m.-l p.m.
COLLEGE BOWL, 4-8 p.m., Serra Hall
SHOWCASE, "All Star Night" with Steve Gates,
Russ T. Nails & J.J. Wall, 10 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
FAMILY FEUD, Serra Hall, 11 a.m.-l p.m.
COLLEGE BOWL, 6-10 p.m., Serra Hall
FILM FORUM, Uncommon Valor SLH, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 6
LARK, THE UNFORGIVEN, 11 p.m.
FRIDAY, NOV. 7
BASKETBALL—USD vs. Athletes in Action, Gym, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 8
HOMECOMING DAY, USD vs. Occidental, Torero Stadium 1:30
* COME AND SEE the new Homecoming Queen
crowned at the game.

and Strumming atOff
USD
(SCVMA), the American String Teachers
Association (ASTA), and the USD music
department will be taking part in the after
noon event. The SCVMA is a national

AJcala Yearbook Photo Editor receives city-vuide recognition in Photo Contest —Please see page 6

organization with international member
ships that shall provide the instruments,
Violins, Violas and Cellos, that will be
played throughout the course of the pro
gram. The instruments were made by pre
sent members of the SCVMA.
The afternoon's activities will involve a
demonstrating quartet which will change
instruments at different compositions to
allow the maximum number of stringed
instruments to be heard. Students and
teachers of string instruments will be in
vited to play some teaching pieces arrang
ed by Dr. Henry Kolar, professor of music
at USD, and some movements of Concer
to Grosso in F by Corelli.
While the afternoon of music is to enter
tain and have fun, it is also to inform
USD students and the general public on
the art of stringed instrument making in
San Diego. Both the SCVMA and ASTA
are involved in the rapid growth of
stringed making in the United States. Not
too long ago most people interested in
learning to make stringed instruments
went to Europe to learn the art. Now, says
Lawrence Brullo, the president of
SCVMA "the United States is leading in
the revival of stringed instrument
making." The instruments that will be
played at USD are as good as those com
ing from Europe.
Many members of SCVMA have
entered their instruments in competitions
throughout North America and Europe.
Violin Makers ot Canada and there is a
competition held every three years in
Cremona, Italy.
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A Dialogue On Peace
by Chris Toward
The following is a dialogue between
two fictional characters, Buckley and
Kinsley, on the subject of peace.
Kinsley: Buckley have you ever seen
those "teach peace" bumper stickers.
They're so true. We should teach
peace then it would be easier to
achieve.
Buckely: Maybe you're right, but
what is peace? If a man was to teach
peace what would he teach?
K: Why he could teach that peace is
the absence of war and conflict and
that such a condition is desireable for
mankind.
B: Perhaps, but his teaching would
be biased by his political views. This is
an unavoidable conclusion since to
teach peace is to teach a way of life.
Certainly he would not teach a way of
life contrary to his own political
views. For instance, Mikhail Gor
bachev would teach that peace under
Marxist governance is proper while
Ronald Reagan would teach that
democractic peace is proper. At peace

or war, government is still necessary
for society and government requires
politics.
K: But surely we can allow different
ideologies to coexist and still have
peace.
B: Yes this would be possible if the
believers in each ideology were con
tent to keep their ideology within
their borders and not try to export
their ideology to others or impose it
upon them. Unfortunately, some
ideologies are not truly fulfilled until
the world is based on their model.
Marxism is an example of this.
K: So are you saying that differing
viewpoints are the main obstacle to
peace? Well, perhaps some kind of in
tellectual consensus can be reached
on one ideology in order to achieve
peace.
B: Man has never been in total
agreement on anything, especially not
political ideologies.
K: Then maybe one ideology can
prevail over all others; not by war but

by social or economic proliferation.
B: Perhaps, but this would no doubt
result in tyranny of the majority.
And, my friend, you must remember
that ideologies are the product of free
thought. They are an attempt to
reach a better existence. If we are to
eliminate many ideologies for one
then we must first
eliminate free
thought. If man's capacity for free
thought is eliminated then he is no
longer man and what good is peace?
K: Yes, that sounds true to me.
B: I might add, Kinsley, that should
one ideology prevail by any means
there will always be intellectual
dissenters at least. If there remains
any trace of dissent or disagreement
then peace will still be absent. For in
stance, the people of Poland are not at
war yet they resent being subjegated
by the Soviet Union. The absence of
war then does not necessarily bring
peace.
K: It seems to me that people are
held hostage by the notion of peace

because they were conditioned to
think that it is inherently desireable.
If you are correct, Buckley, then peo
ple endorsing peace as an absolute
good have not thoroughly thought
through their position.
B: I fear that you may misunder
stand me Kinsley. While peace as an
absolute can be said to be
undesireable I am certainly not saying
that contemporary tensions in the
world should not and cannot be
lessened. No, there is definite im
provement to be made and 1 would
think that such improvement would
culminate in a world in which all
viewpoints are heard, respected and
have a chance of being enacted as
policy. I believe that democracy em
bodies such opportunities.
K: 1 think you are quite correct
Buckley. I wish the people with the
bumber stickers would listen to you
and realize what must be meant when
they advocate teaching peace.
B: Come along now Kinsley, it's
Miller time.

The Independence of the Judiciary And A Justice Gone Astray
by Kevin Rapp
Californians have before them quite a
legal and political dilemma. On one hand
you have a group of fanatics who are
under the intrinsic misperception that the
function of the judiciary should be an ex
tension of legislation or the legislature. On
the other hand you have a Chief Justice
who has repeatedly dismissed existing law
and has replaced it with her own moral
and legal convictions.
There is little doubt that the in
dependence of the judiciary is fundamen
tal to the safe survival of Justice in
America. Such autonomy is the cor
nerstone of the United States judicial
system. Those who launch slanderous
campaigns and form hostile coalitions to
vote out an appointed Justice are under

mining this sacred independence. When
judges base their decisions on the whims
of the people rather than sound legal doc
trine is a day when our judiciary becomes
endangered.
In 1976 the U.S Supreme Court
reinstated the death penalty; Californians
through a referendum in 1978 made it
legal. This year capital punishment faces
perhaps its last constitutional test. The
Supreme Cou-t must decide if the death
penalty discriminates. To invoke the
death penalty the circumstances of a case
must meet stringent mitigating and ag
gravating requirements. Nonetheless
capital punishment may be handed down
in the state of California. To date Chief
Justice Bird has voted to overturn the
sentence in 59 out 59 cases. As a result she

has confounded criminal law and brought
public outrage. We have seen a barage of
commercials denouncing Bird and her
cohorts. Candidates for public office
capitalize on public sentiment by jumping
on anti-Bird bandwagons. Conservatives
who can't wait for the Rhenquist court to
overturn Roe V. Wade are enraged that
there has yet to be an execution in Califor
nia since the death penalties rein state
ment. Perhaps in this regard their think
ing is quite a bit inconsistent. Further, the
argument that the death penalty is a
deferent to violent crime is fallacious at
best. We do know that capital punishment
is constitutional and in California it is
law, but at a Catholic University should
we not for a moment question its morali
ty. As yet, 1 personally am undecided,
about the moral ramifications of capital

punishment. I do know that when the
people pass law the court must, with per
sonal views aside, adhere to it.
It is evident that Chief Justice Bird's
decisions on personnal injury cases (tort
law) are extremely unpredictable. As a
result it has expanded liability and fueled
litigation to disatrous proportions.
In the final analysis I respect Chief
Justice Rose Bird for her personal convic
tions and the guts to fight for the in
dependence of the Judiciary. But I deplore
her legal reasonings and practicing liberal
politics in an arena where politics clearly
do not belong. Next week Californians
will go to the polls to either affirm the in
dependence of the judiciary at all costs or
vote to retire the Bird block and their
neglect of common law. I will do neither;
my vote is to practice law in another state.

Refusing The California Dream
by Dr. Harriet Baber
1 used to be in favor of high taxes
and government handouts until I
discovered who was getting the hand
outs: It was me.
1 learned about this last April when
I discovered that my husband and I
owed almost $4000 in state and
federal taxes. I asked my tax man why
this bad thing was happening to good
people like us. We were frugal and
hardworking; we lived within our
means and paid cash for everything,
including both of our cars; we had no
debts. Wasn't this the sort of oldfashioned virtue that the current ad
ministration wanted to promote?
The tax man said it was not — and
warned us that we would be hit even
harder next year if we didn't get
heavily into debt fast. He prescribed
buying a house, preferably the most
expensive one we could afford, with
the least possible money down so that
we would be paying lots of interest.
We were shocked. How, we asked,
could we save money by throwing it
away on interest?

The tax man explained that we
could take the interest off our taxes.
In fact, he said, when we figured in
the saving on taxes we would be pay
ing less to live in a $100,000 house
than we were currently paying for
rent on our modest 2-bedroom apart
ment. The government would subsidize
us for living beyond our means; it would
pay us hundreds of dollars a month for
going into hock!
Now I have no objection paying
taxes; indeed, I believe that people
who are reasonably well off, like us,
should pay much more tax than we
currently pay in order to provide
more benefits for people who are less
well off. I would not be bothered in
the least to see my tax dollars go to
provide housing for the homeless,
medical care for the elderly, or a de
cent life for the unemployed. But it
turns out that my tax money is going
to subidize the California Dream for
middle class people. I find the lavish
lifestyles of most of my peers obscene
and I resent being forced to help
finance their air conditioned cars and

condominiums.
It is an outrage that relatively rich
people like me should, in effect, be of
fered several hundred dollars a month
to buy houses with multiple bath
rooms when the windows and or
phans, the olderly, the handicapped,
the unlucky and all those people who
are just too dumb or, for that matter,
too lazy to make it in our competitive,
unforgiving society are barely surviv
ing. It is disgusting that money that
could have made the difference be
tween grinding poverty and a decent
life for a welfare family goes to people
like me so that we can buy more
goodies on credit.
What is supremely obscene how
ever, is the mean-spiritedness of those
who begrudge the poor their niggard
ly pittance, rail against "handouts"
and bitterly resent the fact that some
people who are on public assistance
can afford such "luxuries" as
telephones and TV's, but are not in
the least disturbed that people like
themselves, and me, are paid by the
government to buy computers and
VCR's on time.
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Is This a War on Drugs or Democrats?
by Sean Burke
On Tuesday, November 4th,
millions of Americans will flock to the
voting booths to cast their vote for
the politician of their choice. Before
making a choice, the voter will men
tally calculate the positive and
negative aspects of each candidate. In
many cases, the candidate who spent
the most on advertising will win the
voter's approval. However, there is
much more, less obvious, rhetoric
that must be recognized before the
voter can get closer to making an
educated choice. In this election,
President Reagan has gained a strong
advantage for the Republican Party
with his highly promoted "war on
drugs" by increasing the popularity of
the Republican Administration and
by giving Republican Senators a new,
positive issue on which they can claim
progress.
Many of you may remember the
night President and Nancy Reagan
announced on national television
that the U.S. was about to begin a
"war on drugs." The well written
speech craftily revealed to the
American public that the President of
the United States was going to con
centrate his efforts on saving
America before illegal drugs have
the opportunity to destroy her.
1 am not disputing the issue itself in
one way or the other. However,
several factors regarding the timliness

and content of the national issue need
to be recognized. First, the announce
ment of Reagan's "war on drugs" was
made with only a few months remain
ing before the Nov. 4th election. The
morning after the President's speech,
newspapers across the country an
nounced the Republican Administra
tion's plans to save America.
Republicans within both houses of
Congress rushed to draw up needed
legislation. With only a few months to
go, Republicans had another ac
complishment under their belts. With
many Republican Senator's facing a
tough Democratic challenger, every
success in Washington could only
help convince voters that the
Republican Senator were doing their
jobs.
The "war on drugs" issue was also a
perfect way to prop up the President's
approval rate just as he is about to
embark on the campaign trail. The
President desperately needed to in
crease his popularity with the voters
in the economically suffering Mid
western States where many Republi
can Senators face tough challengers.
For example, with two campaign
stops for Reagan in South Dakota for
Republican Senator James Abdnor,
the high national approval rate for
the President can only help Senator
Abdnor on Nov. 4th.
The new attention to drugs in
America is also a perfect way for the
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PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you Call

(714) 888-5664 collect

Republican Administration to please
the large number of Americans who
have disapproved of Reagan's policy
of cutting social programs while trying
to increase defense expenditures. The
Reagan Administration is hoping that
the positive feelings generated by the
drug issue will offset many negative
feelings in the minds of many dis
gruntled voters. On election day, the
Administration is hoping many of
those disappointed voters will vote
Republican.
The final reason I believe that the
"war on drugs" issue was largely
politically motivated can be found
each day in the comic section of the
Los Angeles Times, for over a month
now, the comic strip "Doonsbury"
has done an excellent job of il
lustrating many of the real reasons
behind the emergence of the "war on

drugs." If my hero Garry Trudeau
believes that the "war on drugs" is a
big political smoke-screen, then what
else can 1 do but enshrine his ideas.
It must be understood that I am in
no way praising or condemning the
"war on drugs" issue itself. That is an
argument that desperately needs at
tention at another time. Likewise, it
should be understood that I am not
encouraging the reader to vote for or
against the Republican party. That
issue is debated each day in the
media. I an encouraging the reader to
recognize the broader implications of
President Reagan's "war on drugs" so
that he or she may understand many
of the persuasive pleas thrown at him
or her each day. If this can be ac
complished, it is only then that the
reader will be closer to making a clear,
educated choice on Nov.-4th.

Disclaimer
All letters to the editor must be
turned in to the Vista by 6:00
p.m. on Mondays. All letters
must include the name, signature
and phone number of the author.
These conditions must be met
even in cases where the name is
to be witheld from print. If you
wish to have your name witheld
please enclose the letter in a seal
ed envelope labeled "Letter to

the Editor."
All letters must be placed in
the opinion box in the Vista of
fice. The Vista reserves the right
to edit all letters, so brevity and
responsible expression are ap
preciated. The Vista office is
located in Serra Hall in the snack
bar area. Any questions should
be directed to the Vista office at
260-4714.
MMoeeceoc

From the Desk

It's surprising that at an expensive
school like-USD, where people are
often largely—if not entirely—finan
cially supported by their parents, that
some students still complain that their
parents don't give them enough. Kids,
high school and college students etc.,
don't always appreciate the sacrifice
that their parents — any parents —
make for them.
The following is a "lecture" that was
given to a 17-year-old Florida boy
who pleaded guilty to possessing
hallucinogenic drugs. He had also
been charged with violence toward a
Miami Beach police office. Judge
Alfonso Sepe gave this "lecture" to
the youth in 1972 in the presence of
his parents when he sentenced the
youth to one year in the "stockade"
and four years probation.
It seems an obvious example of not
appreciating all that our parents do
for us. It also confronts that specific
issue, directly, and attempts to make
the youth—and you and I—more
aware of how much we really do owe
them.
Judge Sepe spoke directly to the
youth and said: "Do you know who is
going to serve that year? Not you;
your mother and father will serve that
year. That is what's wrong. They get
sentenced. They get sentenced for a
lifetime. You serve a year. Your body
is in the stockade for a year, but their
souls are tormented for a lifetime.
Why? Because you are a selfish, spoil
ed boy, that's why.
"There is no punishment in the
world that 1 could inflict upon you
that could in any way compensate for
what you are doing to your mother
and father. I have not spent five cents

raising you. I don't know you from
Adam. But your mother and father
have put their lives, their hearts, their
sweat, their money and everything
else they have into bringing you up.
And now they have to sit in this
courtroom and listen to a total
stranger who had nothing to do with
your upbringing scold you and put
you in jail.
"I want you to think of this for one
year, and the reason why I say it: If
you are sick, a doctor will treat you
and he won't be on drugs. The lawyer
who represents you won't be high on
drugs, and the people in whose
custody you'll be won't be on drugs.
Your astronauts are not on drugs,
and your President is not. And your
engineers who build the bridges that
you drive across and the tunnels that
you drive through are not on drugs,
and those who build the planes that
you fly in and the cars that you drive
are not. None of them have been on
drugs, and this is because of people
like your mother and father.
"But in the world of the future the
same may not be true. Teachers, doc
tors, lawyers, legislators—products of
the new drug-oriented generation —
may well be high as kites. You won't
know whom to send your child to, or
whom to trust your life to."
Sepe sighed and closed the case file.
"Let's see what kind of world you
leave to your children before you talk
about the world that we left to ours."
Perhaps this example will help us
reflect on how much we neglect to
show our parents our appreciation for
everything they do for us.

—Sharon Stegmuller
Editor -in-Chief
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Homecoming Queen Candidates

Question of the Week:
by Tony Abbatangelo

photos by Nancy Pikula

What is a Torero?

Gil Anspacher, Sr., Oceanography
Sue Twomey, Soph., Undeclared
"Isn't that something you eat at
Roberto's."

Kevin Rapp, Jr.,
Biogenetic Engineer
"A non-mounted bullfighter of nonhispanic descent."

Mike Brown, Fr., Pre-Law
Elizabeth Ryan, Fr., History
"Isn't that Art Hughes' dog?"

Larry Werner, Sr.
Computer Science
"A bullfighter of course."

Kari Evenson
Sponsor: Gamma Phi Beta
Major: Communication Studies
Hometown: San Diego
Kari Evenson is representing the Gam
ma Phi Beta Sorority. Kari is a USD
Sacred Heart Alumnae Second Genera
tion Student as both parents graduated
from USD.
As a member of the Gamma Phi Beta
Sorority, Kari was Philanthropy Chair
man for her pledge class in which she
organized Christmas caroling for Frost
Convalescent Home. She also participated
in the Rush and Derby Days Skit.
Kari has been active in the cheerleading
program at USD for the past two years.
She was head cheerleader and song leader
for football and basketball. As a
cheerleader she instigated and organized
the first and second annual USD
Cheerleading Camp for Parochial League
Cheerleaders in 1984 and 1985.
Involved in the USD internship pro
gram, Kari is currently production assis
tant for "Eye on San Diego" (KGTV 10),
and public service assistant for "San Diego
Sunday" (KGTV 10).
In 1986 Kari was selected as Miss April
in the Women of USD Calendar. Being a
native San Diegan, Kari has been an ac
tive member in the community as a
United Cerebral Palsy volunteer for the
UCP Telethon and as a Golf Tournament
hostess.
Recently, Kari was cast as a dancer, ac
tress and singer in the new "City Streets
Show" at Sea World. She has been per
forming for nearly a year and was featured
in a TV commerical for "City Streets" and
"Summer Nights" at Sea World.

•

Tressa Napoleon
Sponsor: Phi Kappa Theta
Hometown: Chicago
Hometown: Chicago
Tressa Napoleon is representing the
Brothers of Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity.
She comes from the Windy City of
Chicago, and is studying psychology and
business administration. As a founding
sister to the Little Sister Program, she has
served as rush chairperson, pledge trainer,
vice president and president. She is also an
active member in Alpha Delta Pi Sorority.
Another organization to which she has
donated her time is the Alcala Women's
Club. Involved in Oxfam, Alcohol
Awareness Week and Senior Citizen
Outreach, she has had the opportunity to
reach out and assist others. Tressa was
honored her freshman year by being
chosen as USD's representative for the na
tional Women's Leadership Conference in
Washington D.C. Last November she was
given the opportunity to lead USD's Cam
pus Ministry Retreat. Being part of the
Orientation Team and serving on the
Election Committee have also enabled
Tressa to contribute to other areas of
USD. Keeping active on campus during
the summer, she has worked for USD's
Summer Sports Camp Program for the
past two years as a Resident Counselor.
Studying abroad last semester, she was
able to grow and experience outside of
USD. After studying for six months in
London, she has returned to USD to com
plete her senior year. Continuing to stay
involved, Tressa is presently a resident
assistant in Founders and is also serving as
sponsor in USD's Rite of Christain Initia
tion for Adults.

Underclass Attendant Candidates
Junior Attendant Candidates

Sponsor

Deena Aladray....
Mary Becker
Laurel Brachtraup
Marcia Holmberg .
Mona Percival ....
Nena Rodrique . ...

. . .Alpha Delta Pi
W.B.G.'s
Sigma Pi
. Gamma Phi Beta
. .Zeta Tau Alpha
Sigma Chi

Kristian Bosanac
Donna Cartwright.
Carla De Franco . .
Katie Fisher
Fritzi Schaefer ....
Marya Thompson .

W.B.G.'s
Sigma Chi
. . . .S p a n i s h C l u b
. Gamma Phi Beta
. . . Alpha Delta Pi
Sigma Pi

•
•
•
•
• Sophomore Attendant Candidates

Freshman Attendant Candidates
Darcy Marlow, Soph., Art
Cloey Del Santo, Soph.
Communication
Ellen Lynch, Soph., Education
Linda McMillan, Soph. Biology
"A bull that bleeds blue blood or a lit
tle bull fighter with a big fancy hat."

•

•

Tina Albanese.
Brandi Freeman.
Tanya Kush ...
Christie Minton
Tracy Moll
Alicia Monroy ..
Debbie Prescott.
Jennifer Shelly..

. . .Founders Hall
. Gamma Phi Beta
Sigma Chi
W.B.G.'s
Sigma Pi
.. . Spanish Club
Zeta Tau Alpha
.. Alpha Delta Pi

•
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Jeanne Ramacciotti
Sponsor: Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority
Major: Accounting
Hometown: Palo Alto, California
Activities in Zeta Tau Alpha include:
Big Brother Chairman 1984, Social Chair
man 1985, Panhellenic Vice-President
1985, Panhellenic Secretary/Treasurer
1986, Rush Counselor Fall 1985, Crown
Development Trust Fund 1985. Other ac
tivities include Sigma Chi Little Sister
1985-1986 and Torero Top 30, 1986. Ac
tivities in USD's Associated Student Body
include Greek Representative on Program
Board 1985, on Senate 1986, and a
member of the Budget Committee
1985-1986. Also involved in the Student
Development Transcript Program
1985-1986, the Accounting Society
1984-1986, and an accounting lab tutor
Spring 1986.

Lisa Doughty

Anne Sprague

Tina Bonfilio

Sponsor: Sigma Chi Fraternity
Major: Psychology
Hometown: Scottsdale, Arizona
Residence Life Staff—Resident Assistant
1986-87, Orientation Team—1984, Sigma
Chi Fraternity Little Sister—four years,
Office of Fraternal Relations—one year,
Little Sister Executive Board—one year,
Member of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority four
years, 1986—Executive Vice President,
1985—Pledge Education Vice President,
Delegate to ADPi National Leadership
Convention in Dallas, Texas, 1984—Big
Brother Chairman, Recipient of ADPi
Scholarship Award, Recipient of Most
Dedicated Active Member Award—1986,
Recipient of ADPi Diamond Award for
Most Outstanding Junior—1986, Elected
Derby Darling by ADPi and performed as
Skit Director for Sigma Chi Derby
Days—Spring 1985, Elected Derby Darling
by ADPi—Spring 1986, Admissions Office
Tour Guide—two years, Housing and
Residence Life Office—one year, Recipient
of USD Scholastic Scholarship, Par
ticipated in Alcohol Awareness
Week—1984 and 1985, OXFAM—three
years, Campus Ministry Retreat—Fall
1986, Admitted to USD Honors Program.

Sponsor: Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
Major: Education
Hometown: Whittier, California
Active member of Alpha Delta Pi
Sorority—four years. Held positions of
standards chairperson, song chairperson,
social committee member and pledge
education board member for Alpha Delta
Pi. Participant in Oxfam fundraising and
Alcohol Awareness Week; Sigma Pi Little
Sister—two years; Member of National
Charity League and Assistance League;
Participant in Senior Citizens Outreach
weekend; Volunteer tutor for handicap
ped children; Part-time retail work.

Sponsor: Delta Sigma Pi
Major: Accounting
Hometown: Scottsdale, Arizona
I am a Founding Father of Delta Sigma
Pi and currently social chairman. I'm a
member of Beta Alpha Psi, the honorary
accounting fraternity, and the Accounting
Society, a Campus Ministry lector and a
member of the Alcala Women's Club.

Julie Matteoni
Sponsor: Sigma Pi Fraternity
Major: Business Administation
Hometown: Palos Verdes, California
Hi! My name is Julie Matteoni. I am
happy to be nominated for Homecoming
Queen 1986. 1 have been a Sigma Pi
Fraternity as a Little Sister for three years.
I am a part of the Campus Ministry pro
gram here on campus as a lector and
server. I have been involved with the Mis
sion Club here on campus and am actively
involved in the Oxfam World Hunger
Awareness Program '86. I was a
cheerleader for both football and basket
ball seasons my sophomore year. I enjoy
the excitement of sports and the school
spirit which a cheerleader represents.
Scholastically I have been awarded:
Bishop Maher Catholic Leadership
Scholarship, Regis Academic Scholarship
Award and Deans List, First Honors. 1
spent last year studying abroad in
Florence Italy. There I served on the stu
dent government as Pensione represen
tative (similar to our University's Resident
Assistant), and acted as university ski trip
coordinator. Presently I am a part of the
Resident's Life Board and a resident assis
tant here on campus.

Holly Davis

Sharon Stegmuller
Sponsor: Spanish Club
Major: Spanish
Hometown: Fallbrook, CA
Sharon Stegmuller is sponsored by the
Spanish Club. Throughout her four years
at USD, she has not only been involved
with the Spanish Club, but with the ASB,
the Mission Club, and the Vista as well.
As a freshman, Sharon joined the Vista
staff as a writer and a photographer. In

her sophomore year, she was the ASB
press secretary before she studied abroad
in Salamanca, Spain. In the fall semester
of her junior year, she was the San Diego
Scene editor for the Vista, and in the spr
ing semester she was the copy editor. She
has also served as a student representative
on the Community Service Advisory
Committee, and the Catholic Awareness
Committee. Currently, she is the Editorin-chief of the Vista as well as a Resident
Assistant in Phase B. She has been on the
Dean's List Second Honors with a GPA of
3.4. She will graduate with a major in
Spanish and a minor in Business Ad
ministration. Her track record of involve
ment with USD proves she is qualified to
be our Homecoming Queen.

For Your Information
•Please be aware that there have
been updates/additions to the OnCampus Interview Schedules. Follow
ing the completion of the Orienta
tion/Resume and Interview Work
shop, qualified graduating seniors are
eligible to sign up to interview. There
are still openings on many of the in
terview schedules. Please check with
the Career Counseling and Placement
Office in Serra 300 for further details.
•Applications are available for peo
ple interested in being a part of the
Reno Team. Come and pick them up
in Olin 329 or in the Olin Student
Lounge Bulletin Boards. For more in
formation about the Reno Team and
its activities, please contact Dr.
Witney or Dr. Rivetti in the School of
Business at 4844.
•Free Spanish tutoring by the
Spanish Club, see schedule in

Founders 121.
•To celebrate the birthdays of the
US Navy and the Marine Corps, the
NROTC unit will hold ceremonies on
Tuesday, November 4th for the two
services. The ceremonies will begin at
4pm at Torero Stadium. The event
will conclude with the serving of cake
and refreshments.
•Immaculate Heart College wishes
to offer a scholarship to children or
grandchildren of Immaculate Heart
College Alumni. Applicants must
have a 1986-87 processed Student Aid
Application for California (SAAC)
on file in the Financial Aid Office and
meet USD's scholarship criteria. If
you feel that you may be eligible,
please stop by the Financial Aid Of
fice, Serra 202, and ask for the
Scholarship Coordinator. Hours are
Monday through Friday, 9-4 pm.

Sponsor: WBG's
Major: Communication Studies
Hometown: Visalia
For those of you who don't know me,
my name is Holly Davis and I am spon
sored by that great group of girls, the
WBG's. I was born in California and have
lived here all my life. I am an active
member of the WBG's as well as a Sigma
Chi Little Sister. I feel holding an office in
an organizaton is very important because
it shows leadership and responsibility.
This is why I hold an office in the WBG's
as Campus Activities Director and in
Sigma Chi as social chairman. Intramurals
are an important aspect of college. The in
tramural program at USD is popular and
fun. 1 enjoy playing on the Sigma Chi
team in softball and football. Social life is
another important aspect of college. This
is why I attend as many parties as possible.

t&^Day^
= Formalwear Specialists

UPCOMING
DANCES
TUXEDOS
FROM

$37.50
Fashion Valley
$6.00

(Next to Fashion Valley 4 Theatres)

291-7810

Student
Discount
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Computers at
a Discount
Academic Computing and the
USD Bookstore announce the univer
sity's participation in an educational
discount program for the purchase of
Apple Macintosh and IBM micro
computer products by USD faculty,
staff, and students.
Under the terms of the agreements,
the USD community is able to pur
chase both Apple Macintosh and the
full range of IBM PC products at an
extremely attractive price. Both
Academic Computing (DeSales 120K,
phone 260-4810) and the USD
Bookstore (phone 260-4551) have
details on the program. Full informa
tion and initial purchase consultation
are provided by Dr. Pat Anderson in
Olin 111 (phone 260-4831).
In conjunction with the start of this
purchase program USD, IBM, and
Apple will host a "Microcomputer
Fair" on Wednesday, November 5
from 2:00 pm to 8:00 pm in Olin Hall,
room 229, where interested students,
faculty, and staff can get a hands on
view of the systems and applications
available for both the IBM PC and
Apple Macintosh.
Briefly, the joint effort between the
USD Bookstore and Academic Com
puting works this way. Dr. Pat Ander
son, User Services Consultant for
Academic Computing, serves as the
initial sgles contact for review and
consultation.

Alcala Photo Editor Honored
by Brenna O'Boyle
Can you believe what Jennifer Vallely's
friends got her into? Well, it is nothing
bad.
Pablo Mendoza, an alumnus of USD,
gave her an application for the Sixth An
nual Museum of Photographic Arts
awards exhibition. He strongly encourag
ed her to submit her photographs.
Vallely has been practicing photo
graphy since her senior year in high
school. She has taken two classes: in
termediate black and white and col
or/technique photography.
When Vallely attended the University
of Portland, she entered a school exhibi
tion and some of her photos were stolen
from the display. Vallely commented, "I
guess I could consider it a compliment that
they liked the photos well enough to steal
them."
During the '85-'86 school year, Vallely
was the photography editor for the Vista.
She decided to take pictures for the Alcala
Yearbook for the '86-'87 school year. She
was glad to make the transition to the
yearbook staff because "she does not have
to spend six hours at a time developing
photographs and inhaling chemicals in
the dark room. There is also free access to
film, willing and able photo staff, and once
a month deadline instead of once a week."
Vallely submitted three photos. There
were 810 entries, 32 were selected for the
exhibition. Competing against 372 in
dividuals, Vallely came out ahead and
one of her prints was selected to be
displayed in the gallery.

What if you
don't get into
the school of
your choice?

The sponsors of the sixth annual awards
exhibition are San Diego Museum of
Photographic Art, Reader Newspaper,
Nelson's Photo Supply, and Chrome Pro
cessing.
The eight prize-winning photographs
were presented in the October 16, 1986
issue of the Reader. The complete exhibi
tion may be seen at the Gallery Store, 742
Broadway, downtown San Diego, from
Saturday, October 18, through Saturday,
November 15. In December and January,
the exhibition will be moved to
Southwestern and Palomar colleges.

Of course, you may get into
some other school, but why
settle? Prepare for the admis
sions exam you're facingbe it SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE,
MCAI or others—with
the best test prep company
Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years, Kaplan's
test- taking tech niques have
prepared over one million stu
dents, boosting their scoring
power and test confidence.
So call Kaplan. Why go to
just any school, when you
can gothe one you wanf ?

INTERESTED IN
• Compact Discs
or Audio?
# Marketing?

HCAPLAN

0 A Resume Builder?

STANUY H. KAFTAN (DTKATNNUl UNTII ITS.

DIGITAL SOUND
MARKET SERVICES

THE WORLD'S LEADING
TEST PREP ORGANIZATION

Needs ambitious
college students
to be campus
representatives

SAN DIEGO CENTER
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 902117
(619) 277-6744

Call 1-800-223-6434
or 1-219-626-2756
9am to 9pm

Sin Invitation...
to the faculty, Students & Staff of USD
you are cordially invited to join
us at USD's first
• "Educational Discount
"Program •
To kick off
the
University's
participation in an educational
discount program for the purchase of
the Apple Macintosh and IBM
microcomputer
products,
USD,
Apple Computer, and IBM will
host a "Microcomputer Fair" on
November 5 on the USD campus.
Students, faculty and staff will have
an opportunity to see demonstrations
of these products, as well as view the
latest curriculum software, writing
tools,
and
graphics
packages.
Attendees will also have the
opportunity to "test drive" the
svstems...to see for themselves what
the excitement s all about.

MICROCOMPUTER FAIR
• Product Demonstrations • Hands-On Sessions •

A 90-day warranty for the IBM
equipment is provided directly by the
IBM Service Center located in
University Town Center. A full year
on-site (USD campus) parts and labor
warranty on the Apple Macintosh
equipment is provided by Orion
Computer Systems, Inc.
The
same terms apply to systems
purchased for internal use.

Program Information
Complete program information and
initial purchase consultation are
provided by Dr. Pat Anderson in
Olin 111 (Telephone 260-4831).

TIME:

2:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

DATE: Wednesday, Nov. 5
PLACE: Olin Hall, Room 229

Macintosh 512Ke Now only...

$1,189

• Sponsored by: USD • IBM • Hpple Computer • Orion Computer Systems, Inc. •
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Making A Difference

Laugh Your
Fears Away
At Showcase

by Moniquita
As the moon casts eerie shadows on the
campus buildings, costumed students
travel in groftps, for fear of what might
happen if they venture out alone. Never
theless, even their fears cannot deter them
from going to watch comedians Rick
Rockwell and Greg Hilbers dispel the
gloom that reigns on campus.
You, who wish to join the fun for free
on October 30, can come to witness one
of the funniest acts that USD has had this
semester, at SHOWCASE, 10 p.m. in
the Lark. Two free dinners will be award
ed, for the best and most original
costumes.
Rick Rockwell is best known for his costarring role in Channel 8's "San Diego at
Large" as Skippy. Skippy is "one of the
two geekiest inhabitants of 'North Mis
sion Beach,' " according to the MC at the
Improv (a comedy clubhouse in La Jolla).
Rockwell is a regular at the Improv, where
he recounts his experiences: "Man, be
careful of the Mexican beer," he says. "1
got drunk on Corona last night. Woke up
this morning, all these strange hubcaps in
my bedroom, spray paint on my walls, my

car was on blocks. I don't know what happened last night! Woke up with these
pants on."
Then TUESDAY, NOV. 4 at 10
p.m., come watch comedians J.J. Wall and
Russ T. Nailz on a very special Homecom
ing Showcase.
Wall is an L.A.-based comedian and
headliner at the Improv, as well as in
various clubs around the Los Angeles
area. He is a returning performer to USD,
due to popular demand.
Russ T. Nailz also performed here last
semester. Like J.J. Wall, he has headlined
at the Improv, and often moonlights as a
91X disc jockey on "the Breakfast Club,"
their morning show.

AK Psi Raffles Car
On Tuesday November 25, 1986, Alpha
Kappa Psi, in conjunciton with Rancho
AMC will raffle off a brand new 1986
Renault Alliance, car-of-the-year in 1985.
The car has over an 8,000 value and the
donation being asked for the tickets is a
mere $2. The car will be on campus all of
this week, so don't forget to stop by, pick
up your tickets, and have a chance to
drive home for Thanksgiving vacation in a

brand new 1986 Renault Alliance.
Thanks to everyone for making Big
Brother—Little Brother Day a huge suc
cess. On Sunday October 19, 1986 Ac
tives, Pledges, and Alumni joined together
for lots of food and drink. It was a great
time for eveyrone.
A round of applause should also go to
the AKPsi Pleasure Machine who made it
to the playoffs in the lat weekend of
regular season play.

This article is dedicated to the many
groups on campus who are building on
USD's quiet tradition of community ser
vice.
Mission Club makes frequent visits to a
Tijuana orphanage and spend quality time
with the kids there.
Exceptional Student Council is plan
ning a holiday dinner and grand opening
at Noah Homes, a resident facility for
retarded citizens.
Zeta Tau Alpha and Phi Kappa Theta
are working together on a paint project at
House of Rachael Women's Center. ZTA
has also recently contributed a total of
$7,000 to ARC (Assn. for Retarded
Citizens), Oxfam, Anne Swanke
Memorial Scholarship Fund, Homestart
(abused children), College Cab, and Theta
Epsilon scholarship fund.

The members of the Spanish Club use
their language skills to work with Spanish
speaking teens of Casa de San Juan.
Delta Sigma Pi has planned projects for
the year. In September they participated
in "1 Love A Clean San Diego" beach
clean-up. In October they ran for the
Heart Assn. in the "Swiftest Business
Run" with General Electric. In December
they plan to cook a meal for St. Vincent
De Paul's.
Stop by the information table in front of
Serra on Tuesdays 11:15-1:00, or contact
Judy Rauner at Ext. 4780. Volunteer Pro
grams office in Crossroads, or Maureen
McDonald in the AS office in Serra, ext.
4715.
Volunteer programs can help your
group build community relations while
helping others.

by Dan Geiger
Although Oxfam/Hunger Awareness
Week '86 is only entering its second week
of preparation, it has become evident that
this year Oxfam has the potential to
become the most successful in USD
history. Early enthusiasm both at the
group and individual level indicates that
Oxfam-Hunger Awareness Week '86 will
be filled with a variety of events to raise
consciousness, prayer, and funds for the
poor people of the world.
On the Day of Fast, Nov. 20, students
will be given the chance to donate one,
two, or three of their meals to the poor.
Tables where students can sign away their
meals, will be set up in front of Serra,
Desales, and Camino dining rooms begin
ning Tuesday, Nov. 11. For each meal

donated, USD Food Service will donate a
certain amount of money to Oxfam.
Alternative meals of broth and rice will be
offered to those who wish to participate.
Other early events already planned for
Oxfam-Hunger Awareness Week include a
balloon ascent sponsored by the
seminarians and a special prayer service
on Wednesday, Nov. 19. Special masses,
with the theme of Hunger Awareness, will
be offered at the regular 5:00 and 7:00
p.m. masses on Sunday, Nov. 23. many
other events including speakers, films and
group sponsored fundraising events, are
expected to come together within the next
couple of weeks. Once again if you wish to
participate in, or have any questions on
Oxfam/Hunger Awareness Week, please
contact the Campus Ministry Office.

OXFAM Preparation Begins

It's The Family Feud
One hundred people surveyed, top five
answers on the board . . . What is an up
coming activity in which USD students
get a chance to match wits and pick up
some valuable prizes? The second annual
Family Feud game!
Sponsored by Bacchus, the games will
be held on November 4-6 from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. in the Serra Hall Student Union.
Look for sign-ups at DeSales dining hall,
Camino dining hall, and the Serra Snack
Bar, or in the Student Affairs office. The
entry fee is $10 for a team of five. That's

only two dollars per bright, competitive
mind. Don't forget a team name and a
captain for those suspense-filled moments
when an answer must be decided upon.
Second prizes will include gift certificates
for Mrs. Field's Cookies and BaskinRobbins ice cream. For first prize, "dollar
values are doubled" with certificates for
places like Diego's, Carlos Murphy's and
Friday's.
Even if that third strike gets you down,
you're sure to have FUN, so keep your
hand on your buzzer and we'll see you at
the Family Feuuuuuuuud!

Commuters Deal With Problems
At the Commuters in Action meeting
held on Oct. 21, problems with the club
were discussed. Commuters make up a
good portion of USD students, most of
which are really not involved in campus
activities, and yet there are 50 names of in
terested people.
The main problem with getting com
muters into school activities is the "I have
to drive all the way back there" attitude.
For these students, attending school ac
tivities means twice as much driving as just
going to school.

Homecoming Dance — Nov. 8
Bids on sale in the Box Office

$45

Also, many commuter students just
come to school, attend classes, and go
home. With this, the students really don't
get to know what is going on, and even
worse, don't get to know other people.
What CIA president Teresa White
would like to accomplish, is to get the
commuters involved in other on-campus

activities. If CIA can get enough in
terested people, the group would like to
have a homecoming float. Also, CIA
doesn't want to just get commuters
together, but get them active in other
clubs on campus.
But getting commuters together is a dif
ficult job. There is not central place for
commuters to meet on campus, and no
adequate communication. It was decided
at the meeting that anyone who wants to
get in touch with Teresa White can call
Student Affairs at 260-4715, and have the
secretary leave her a message in the CIA
mailbox.
CIA has so much potential that is a
shame not more people are involved.
White hopes that more people will attend
the next meeting on Tuesday November
4, at 12:15 in room 311. As with any other
organization, the more people that get in
volved, the more successful CIA will be.
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Underwater Pumpkin Carving

by Pat Gonzalez

For the second year in a row, cer
tified scuba divers carved pumpkins
underwater in order to raise funds for
the Child Abuse Prevention Founda
tion. The event, of course, was the
Underwater Pumpkin Carving Con
test.
The contest, sponsored by Ocean
Enterprises, was held on October 25,
from 10:00 to 2:00 p.m. at La Jolla
Shores. About 160 scuba divers par
ticipated and prizes were awarded to
the 12 best pumpkins. Chipwich ice
cream sandwiches, Coca-Cola and
pumpkins were available at minimal
donations.
The pumpkins were divided into
two different catagories: one being
those carved completely underwater;
and the other being those that had
props added to it out of the water.
This year's top winners were Chris
and Catherine Toney and Tim Wolfe
for their entry of a scuba diving
helmet. The winners for a pumpkin
with props added to it were Kevin
Cheney and Kevin Bailey. Their en
try was submarine fully equipped with
a crew inside. The top two winners
were awarded full scuba gear, which

was donated by Ocean Enterprises.
The man in charge of the day's
event was Werner Kurn. Kurn is
owner of a chain of Ocean Enterprises
stores and also the inventor of the
game. The original purpose for the
contest was to keep divers active dur
ing the month of November. Par
ticipation was at first low, but when
linked with charity participation, in

creased.
The contest was covered by Chan
nel 8 and 10, and B100 broadcasted
the event live. The Rich Brothers
were there for awhile, but most of the
event was covered by Gary Kelley.
B100 was asked to co-sponsor the
event two years ago in hopes of better
publicity. They began advertising for

the event a month ago.
Norma Hirsh, President. of the
Child Abuse Foundation, was also
present at the event and wished to say
that she was "pleased with the
generosity and was grateful to Ocean
Enterprises and to the Rich Brothers
for conceiving and providing this ex
cellent opportunity to help San Diego
children."

SIGMA CHI PRESENTS MCA RECORDING ARTISTS
NO
TICKETS
AT THE
DOOR

ON SALE
NOW IN
FRONT OF
SERRA
HALL &
CAMINO

TONIGHT
OCT. 30
8:00 p.m.

The

r-*

UNTOUCHABLES

El Cortez
Convention
Center
702 Ash St.
Downtown

With Special Guest D-Fendant

FOR THE HALLOWEEN PARTY 1986
WEAR COSTUME OR NOTHING AT ALL
Refreshments Provided — Tickets $15.00 — I.D. Required for Alcohol

Happy Halloween

-The VISTA Staff

Good Credit
Bad Credit
No Credit

CAR TOWN

$100
Down
OAC

DOES IT AGAIN

exp. 11/6/86

University of San Diego

INTERSESSION '87

Monday, January 5 through Friday, January 23
Registration now being taken.
More information and brochures available in
Founders Hall, Room 108, (619) 260-4800.

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
20% off O.S.C.
2.5% in house financing O.S.C.
Best selection under $4,000

# cars sold to students to date: 84
CAR TOWN
7944 University Ave.

La Mesa
463-9117
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The San Diego Opera Association is
well into a highly successful 22nd Interna
tional Season. The 1986-87 season is see
ing four beloved opera classics and, so far,
the house has been full.
Already behind us is the Puccini opera
"Tosca" with great performances by
Marylin Zschau, Vladimir Popov and
George Fortune. Currently at the San
Diego is Bellini's Norma with San Diego
favorites Cristina Deutekom and Antonio
Barasorda. Making her San Diego Opera
debut is rising star Delores Zeigler in the
role of Adalgisa. Her performance last
Saturday was spectacular.
Both "The Flying Dutchman,"
Wagner's legendary tale of a doomed
sailor, and "The Barber of Seville,"
Rossini's well-loved comedy opens in
February.
The San Diego Opera is featuring Opera
Text at all four of its international season
operas, all to be sung in the original
language. OperaText is a screen above the
stage with the English translations.

The San Diego Opera is offering student
rush discounts of up to 30 percent for the
four operas sold 45 minutes before curtain
(on the night of performance only) in the
Civic Theatre lobby. Valid student l.D. is
required. Standing-room-only tickets are
$6 and gc on sale five minutes prior to cur
tain.
It is recommended that students wishing
for standing-room-only or rush tickets,
should plan on attending opening night
performances rather than weeknights or
final matinees.
Single tickets are regularly priced at $42,
$35, $25, $18, and $10 for the interna
tional season and PORGY AND BESS.
Single tickets for Dame Joan and Dame
Kiri are regularly priced at $55, $45, $30,
$25 and $20. For more information, rush
ticket prices and group rates call 232-7636.
The San Diego Opera, under the direc
tion of Ian D. Campbell, is southern
California's oldest and most highly ac
claimed opera company, offering a wide
diversity of traditional and contemporary
productions to the community.

Last Minute Tips
by Jeff Schlick
With Halloween and all its events just
hours away, I thought those who weren't
too sure of where to go and what to wear
may appreciate some last minute ideas.
San Diego promises to be quite the "Trick
or Treat" city with a number of Halloween
extravaganzas planned. Here are just a
few:

Discount Costume Co.
3219 Adams
280-3331

ENTERTAINMENT
Carlos Murphy's
Costume Contest
1st Prize: Day Cruise for 4

Crary Gringo's
Thursday night all drinks
75 cents if in costume

Mony Mony's
COSTUMES
San Diego Costumes
7899 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
560-9161

IBM ON CAMPUS !
Academic Computing in conjunction with the USD Bookstore,
is pleased to announce an agreement with the IBM Corpo
ration that will enable us to market their Personal Computer
line of equipment to faculty, staff, and students at dramatically
reduced prices.
A Microcomputer Fair has been scheduled on campus where
you can see the equipment demonstrated by IBM represen
tatives. A complete system, screen included, starts for as little
as $1,0991 For further details contact Dr. Pat Anderson, Ac
ademic Computing, Olin 111 on 260-4831.
SO MARK YOUR CALENDAR !!!
MICROCOMPUTER FAIR
• WHEN:
• WHERE:
• TIME:

WED., NOV 5th
OLIN ROOM 229
2:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Buffalo Breath Costumes
1263 Garnet Ave. (P.B.)
270-2031

Costume Contest
Thursday: $100, Friday: $500

Diego's
Costume Contest
1st Prize $600, Total Prizes: $3,000

S.D.S.U Amphitheatre
New Order in concert

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belgulm offers

Complete programmes in Philosophy for the
degrees of B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme
All courses are In English
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks (±$250)
Write to:

Secretary English Programmes
Kardlnaal Merclerpleln 2, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

K.U. Leuven
HOMECOMING ELECTIONS
AND
A.S. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
When: Nov. 5th and 6th
Where: in front of Serra Hall. 9:45-4:30
in front of Camino Cafe. 5:00-6:45
Bring: 1 valid U.S.D. ID Card
You may vote on Nov. 5th and on Nov. 6th. The second day
is a run-off for Queen Candidates.
NO LOITERING or CAMPAIGNING within 75 feet of the
election polls.
The Queen will be crowned on Sat., Nov. 8th at the football
game.

The popular
IBM B-nnnal Computer.

• ••••••••••••••••••••A

• •••••••••••••••••A*
Please Vote! It makes a difference
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The Holiday Of Holidays
by Tim Orr

Linda Vista Mall entrepreneur Dung Heong Low exhibits a tasty treat from
his restaurant. It is a lollipop desert can be shared by all members of the
family at once, until only one member remains standing to finish the center.

L.V. Mall Offers It All
by Michael Hall
Off Beat Editor
San Diego is known for its wonderful
shopping malls. Tourists and natives alike
often spend hours and hundreds of dollars
browsing through the spacious confines of
our indoor malls and the seasonal beauty
of the outdoor centers. Places such as Mis
sion Valley, Fashion Valley, and Horton
Plaza are paragons of the world of shop
ping enthusiasts. But one center often
overlooked looms head and pocketbook
above the rest. And it is right in USD's
backyard. It is,, of course, the Linda Vista
Shopping Mall.
At first appearance, the Linda Vista
Mall seems like any other major shopping
complex. But upon closer inspection it is
obvious that it is one-of-a-kind. Ample
parking is provided by the spacious park
ing structure, but if this is full, one may
always find a spot out back behind the
Safeway next to the dumpsters. Once
parked, be sure to enjoy a stroll along the
promenade beneath the overhang and
take in the marvelous Neo-Suburban
woodlike architecture. But also take care
to avoid the cheery and frolicking children
who scamper about on two and fourwheeled vehicles, mowing down anyone
daring enough to cross in front of them on
the walkway.
A full day's shopping can be had from a
large number of international shops.
Search for the finest in plasticwear and
cheap nic-nacs made popular by Navy
wives everywhere at Thrify's. Then
browse for ginseng, goats inerds, and fishheads at the Vietnamese Bazaar. Next,
pick up an exquisite pair of pseudo-Gucci
pumps or looks-a-whole-lot-like-leather
topsidders at Payless Shoes (it is rumored
that the Pope wears a pair just like those).
Magazines featuring your favorite daytime
stars, Menudo, and "secret vegetable diets
of the celebrities" can be found at
Safeway. And while you are standing in
the nine-items-or-less-line with your
Cheeze-Whiz, crackers, and six-pack, be
sure to peruse Safeway's fine display of in
ternationally regarded journalistic publica
tions such as the World-wide News (This
week's headline: "Cannibals Shrink Space
Aliens Head").
With all that shopping out of the way,
take full advantage of the culinary delights
that await you at the Linda Vista Mall.
Your choices are many and varied. If the
exotic suits your fancy, there is the ex
traordinary smells and tastes of Dien-Vun
Vietnamese Cuisine and Animal Shelter

(their slogan "When we take our dogs for a
wok—we mean it!"). Or if down home
cooking the way Mom used to do it ap
peals to you, McDonalds offers savory and
nutritious meals from a diversified menu.
For the sweet tooths of casual shoppers,
Yum-Yum Donuts serves succulent bakery
goods and coffee, sampled by every police
officer on the mesa (who could ask for a
better endorsement?) Thrifty's has a
veritable plethora of ice cream from
around the world, including such strange
and foreign flavors as marble fudge, rocky
road, and rainbow sherbet.
Entertainment abounds throughout the
Mall. If the comic relief of thieves breaking
into cars does not interest you, proceed to
the luxurious skating rink in the corner of
the shopping center. Shaped like an air
craft hanger for a continental design, the
rink offers hours of fun to the young at
heart. And if being run over by a gang
member on eight wheels doesn't appeal
you you, one may just sit and watch the
excitement of thirteen-year-old girls get
ting picked up by 25-year-old high school
dropouts from the stands.
So much to do, and so close to home!
Only a short hop up Linda Vista Road,
enjoy a shopping experience overlooked
by many "not in the know" in San Diego.
It is an experience well worth your time
and cash.

When I was a kid Christmas was fun,
birthdays were great, . . . but Halloween
was the most glorious event of the adoles
cent year. Good God, did I love Hallo
ween. It was the concept of the occasion
that fascinated me the most. Imagine, an
entire evening of walking up to a
stranger's door, pretending to be someone
you're not, muttering an easily
remembered ritualistic phrase, and getting
in return free (as in NO CHARGE) candy!
Halloween kept me in a yearlong toothless
grin, and my dentist on the medical bestdressed list.
To a kid, the ritual of postneighborhood-exploitation candy trading
is just as important as Wall Street buying
and selling. Every October 31 my living
room floor and the Stock Market were
one and the same. I relished in my Godgiven ability to barter candy with my
moronic siblings. I had my younger
brother convinced that my Hershey kiss
and candy corn were infinitely more
valuable than his four king-sized Snickers,
a Milky Way, and a big box of Milk Duds.
What a fool he was! (That's why he ended
up at Loyola-Marymount—more on that
in basketball season!) I once conned him
into trading his entire chocolate section
for one of those white chewy things with a
red dot in the middle, and a jawbreaker to
be named later. As he grew older, my
brother developed a shrewd dealing sense
that left me with no alternative but to ex
ercise my older brother right (punching
him in the face and taking whatever of his
candy that I wished!)
No matter how well I did in the "Candy
Exchange," the true challenge came in
hiding my treasure from my ever-hungry
dad. That man could sniff out my candy
like a bloodhound. When he found it, he
always went straight for the jugular—the
Caravelles. No mercy! I'd hide my candy
with such careful thought, such stoic
determination, that one year I couldn't
find it myself. It turned up the following
Spring in the Easter egg hunt. (And, my
oh my, that wasn't very appetizing! I saved
it until the next Halloween to trade with
my brother, reasoning that candy grew
better with age)!
Costumes were interesting in my family.
My sister likes to disguise herself as abstract
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emotions. One year she went as Love; and
I always thought her Hope costume had
potential. Great. I thought she was a freak
until more recent times when I realized
that the emotion-masquerade was a com
mon game for women, as they are often
very convincing in their portrayals of
Sincerity or Lust. The costume for
Romance was very similar to Love, it just
included lipstick and a phone number.
My brother had different ideas towards
costumes. One year he went as his invisi
ble playmate, and another time he went as
a satanically-possessed seven-year-old.
That one was pretty convincing.
Once I went as a tax collector, and got a
pillowcase full of short forms. One year I
went as a San Diego State co-ed, and I was
molested. Some more favorites were a
rivet, the Frito Bandito, a brass head
board, and the most economical, "Adam"
(with properly placed large fig leaves). We
all never agreed on a mutual theme. One
year my brother went as a Canaanite, my
sister donned her Romantic Despair mask,
and I, inspired by my little brother, went
as a child beater. That same Halloween,
my neighbor Biffy Winchester III (a
member of the Junior Stigma Wees) went,
on an inspiration from my sister's emo
tional genre, as Self-Proclaimed Superiori
ty. He was laughed off the street.
Enough nostalgia. Halloween is upon
us, and I hope your plans are "ever-clear."
Have a good time, and if I see you,
remember that a Pixi stick has a higher
market value than a crummy old Nestle
Crunch bar!

by

CARy Larson
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Just When You Thought It
Was Safe: Comebacks
by Arian Collins
Entertainment Editor
Boston
Third Stage
MCA
Take yourself back to the year 1978.
Jimmy Carter was President. Charlie's
Angels and The Love Boat were helping
ABC win the ratings war. The Vatican
had a succession of three Popes. Saturday
Night Fever, both movie and soundtrack,
were the big entertainment blockbusters.
It was also the year that Boston last releas
ed an album, their second, Don't Look
Back.
Ten years after the release of Boston's
debut mega-hit which became the biggest
selling debut album of all time, the band
has released Third Stage. The music is not
groundbreaking or even a departure, but
it is very reassuring for a number of
reasons.
One is not going to find the anthems
like "More Than a Feeling," "Piece of
Mind," and "Foreplay/Long Time" found
on the debut album's first side which
became staples for AOR airplay. But
Boston is still able to mix hard rock
("Cool the Engines" and "I Think I Like
It") with softer sounding songs ("To Be a
Man" and "Hollyann") and instrumentals
("The Launch" and "A New World").
So while Third Stage is not a landmark
by any means it is still reassuring to hear
the Boston sound again led by Brad Delp's
familiar voice and the distinctive guitar of
Tom Scholz who topped guitarist polls
when few had ever heard of Eddie Van
Halen.
The reasons why this LP took so long
have been talked about and debated on
for years. Both Epic and MCA, Boston's
old and new labels respectively, have set
numerous release dates for Third Stage. As
far back as 1982 Rolling Stone reported that
the next Boston album would be titled
Third Stage and that the first single would
be an acoustic guitar-dominated song en
titled "Amanda."
According to the notes written by
Scholz on the inside cover of the new LP,
the first side was recorded in 1982. Scholz
also writes about some of the problems
that plagued the group between LPs,
although there is no mention of the legal

suit filed against them by Epic or the
departure of three of the five original
members.
Although Boston has been out of the
limelight for some years, the group's
music, made up of harmony vocals and
guitar wizardry, sounds as fresh today as it
did a decade ago. Their success has in
fluenced a number of bands in their wake,
such as Foreigner and Def Leppard.
The only question to ask now is, how
long before the next Boston album? B.
Alice Cooper
Constnctc MCA
Alice Cooper's last hit single was a
ballad entitled "How You Gonna See Me
Now" released in 1978. Following that
release and the subsequent album From the
Inside, Cooper returned to a harder rock
style that, along with the group Kiss, had
led the glam-heavy me'al assault on the
world. The return, beginning with 1980's
Flush the Fashion, was supposed to take ad
vantage of commercial popularity of punk
and heavy metal. But it didn't work and
Alice Cooper has remained a figure of the
past.
At the same time, however, Cooper has
not given up. Constrictor is similar to his
albums of the 1970s with hard rock and a
bizarre twist of humor to the lyrics. Best
tune of the lot is "Crawlin'" with its
catchy chorus (one of Cooper's best
talents that he never takes full advantage
of) and humorous lyrics: "Flat on my back
trying to catch my breath/When we were
rockin' tonight/I thought that we were
gonna rock to death."
Although the opening track "Teenage
Frankenstein" ("I'm the kid on the
block/With my head made of rock") is a
decent tune, it's the second side of the LP
that carries the album.
The closing song is "He's Back (The
Man Behind the Mask)," the theme song
to Friday the 13th Part VI: Jason Lives
which has gained Cooper some much
needed media attention, but "He's Back"
isn't the sort of material that is going to
return him to stardom.
The oddity on Constrictor is "The Great
American Success Story." This song's
lyrics, especially the chorus, seem to in
dicate that it was originally intended for

Alice Cooper releases a new album in time for Halloween.
the Back to School soundtrack. Otherwise
the song's lyrics are completely out of
place next to the other tracks.
If Alice Cooper would release
"Crawlin' " as a single and video he might
see that limelight shining on him again.
Until then, this 40-year-old will have to be
content with what he's got. BJohn Fogerty
Eye of the Zombie
Warner Brothers
The comeback trail has been a rosie one
for John Fogerty.
Last year Fogerty released his first
recorded material in ten years, Centerfield.
The album's success was phenomenal, but
Fogerty decided not to tour until he had
released another LP.
Eye of the Zombie does not stray far from
the country-blues-rock formula that
Fogerty used with Creedance Clearwater
Revival. The opening synthesizerdominated instrumental opening tune
"Going Home" and the following title
song are not the best of Fogerty composi
tions and the album has a slow start. The

third track on the LP, "Headlines," is the
tune that really gets things rolling. The
hard rocking song has some of Fogerty's
best guitar playing on record.
"Violence is Golden" isn't as strong as it
could have been because he fails to con
centrate his attack on handgun laws, the
selling of weapons to foreign countries or
the arms race and simply wraps them up
together in one. The title is clever, but
there's a lot more to violence than ex
plosives.
"Soda Pop" is another attack song, and
again Fogerty is vague on what he is
attacking. Is it advertising companies, the
cola wars, big stars who make commericals
or what?
The closing song is "Sail Away," an ap
pealing and gentle song that appears to be
concerning his return to music and tour
ing.
Eye of the Zombie isn't as good as Centerfield. Last year's LP was more personal
than this one. With Eye of the Zombie
Fogerty attacks issues without much
punch. B.

Untouchables Play At
Halloween Bash

L.A.-based The Untouchables will be performing at the Sigma Chi Hallo
ween Party tonight at the El Cortez in beautiful downtown.

by Naira Snilloc
It is difficult to imagine what Halloween
• would be without a big Greek-sponsored
Halloween party? Well, Sigma Pi, who
threw one last year, was suspended after
last year's Halloween bash got out of con
trol. Sigma Chi has taken up the chore for
tonight's Halloween Party and the celebra
tion should turn out to be nearly as
memorable as last year's.
The Untouchables, a popular college
and club band, will be the main perform
ing act. The band was formed in Los
Angeles in 1981 and soon became one of
the main attractions of that city's major
Reggae/Ska nightclub, the O.N. Klub.
Later they became a weekly house band
for the world famous Roxy on Sunset
Strip in Hollywood.
London-based Stiff Records signed the

band two years ago, and when the band's
first single "Free Yourself' was released in
the U.K., the Untouchables found
themselves with a top-thirty hit.
The band has just released Dance Party,
an EP with live versions and extended
remixes of already recorded tunes. One of
the live songs "Hev UT's" was recorded in
Daytona Beach, Florida during the
massive 1985 Spring Break festival that
was covered by MTV.
The Untouchables plan to record a new
album this season that is tentatively set for
a January release.
Opening for the Untouchables is
D-Fendant, a local dance band that was
featured on 91-X's local bands album.
Tickets are still available for $15 per per
son and will be on sale in front of Serra
and Camino Halls all day.
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Mexico: An Entertaining Place to Christmas Shop
by Arian Collins
Entertainment Editor

The big shopping malls around San
Diego are good for convenience, but if you
want to add a bit of fun to your shopping
chores, Mexico could prove to be your
best bet.
There are only 56 more shopping days
before Christmas and Tijuana is a
veritable jackpot in gift ideas and bargain
prices. If you are buying gifts for people
who do not live near the border, products
indigenous to Mexico could be the answer
to dilemma. Products such as colorful
hand woven blankets and baskets, onyx
chess sets, masks, leather goods, knives,
jewelery, artwork and other specialties of
the country are widely available.
Clothing is a very popular purchase in
T.J. Clothing manufacturers such as
Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein, Fila, Guess
and Ocean Pacific have stores that sell
their products exclusively. The shopping
center Plaza Revolucion at the north end
of Avenido Revolucion, Tijuana's main
shopping drag, contains many shops in
cluding the Fila, Guess and Ocean Pacific

outlets. Another Guess shop is at the
south end of Revolucion across the street
form Tia Juana Tilly's. The Ralph Loren
and Calvin Klein shops are one street over
to the east in a small shopping mall. The
prices for these name brands are con
siderably cheaper than they are here in the
U.S.
More traditional clothing such as pon
chos, dresses, shirts, sombreros, and the
popular jergas (those pullovers that are
necessary surf bum wear with a hood in
the back and a big pocket in the front).
Shops that sell clothing as well as the
many Mexican products can be found in
numerous small shops along the main
streets.
There are also many shops that sell per
fumes and liquors. These items are also
cheaper than in the U.S. The Ralph Larren shop sells Polo and Lauren products as
well as the clothing line.
Of course the real entertainment comes
when one decides to take a rest during the
shopping chores for a margarita or two or
three and maybe a couple of Coronas.
Ole!

Thank God It's Free 'Cause
We're Playin, Not Payin'
by Scott Richards
It strikes me as strange that more people
do not take advantage of the TGs that the
AS and other sponsors provide. One cer
tainly has nothing to lose by showing up.
Everything is free except the gasoline to
get there and if you don't have fun you
can leave.
Now this article is concerning the TG of
October 17, but even though it was a
while ago the description of it may inspire
more people to "festivize" (poetic license).
When you are an off-campus resident
you look forward to these TGs for the sim
ple reason that you want to stalk up on all
the free food and drink you can stuff in
your face and pockets. Then you take a
couple of free boat rides around the bay to
boot. Mingle in the crowd with your
favorite yellowish alcohol drink and then
head home for a quick nap before hitting
the streets for a blast of festivity.
I'm constantly taking advantage of these
entertainment events, whooping it up and
using up as much merchandise as the AS
funds can fund. In fact, I consume enough
food to feed a good size frat and don't feel

bothered by it at all. I'm bitchin'.
But let's get back to this TG stuff. The
number of students that come to these
fun-filled extravaganzas is far too small
compared to all the students on this cam
pus. Rarely does the crowd ever get above
two- to three-hundred.
This campus needs more unity and
more activities that all groups and in
dividuals can participate in. TGs have
long since disappeared from the USD
campus-proper and only the Lark and
Showcase events continually bring the
students together under a festive at
mosphere.
But that is why the TG's are so
necessary. Students played volleyball and
frisbee as well as participated in water ac
tivities. The food, which consisted of mile
long deli sandwiches contained various
meats and salad trimmings. All in atten
dance had a whopping good time due to
happiness that oozed from liquid smiles of
the students who flocked and danced
around the bright chlorophyll carpet. A
good time was had by all.

Tia Juana Tilly's is one of the watering holes that should be visited in
Tijuana.
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Embroidery
No minimum!

Yes, we will embroider
caps, shirts, Jackets,
towels, canvas bags, etc.
Fast, personalized service.

Alphabets available: Script, Block, Old English,
Creek. (Custom design work available.)
CAPS
. f 7.00 ea.
1-11 . • . f10.00 ea. 36
12 . ..S8.00 ea. 48.. .. S6.50 ea.
S6.00 ea.
2 4 . . . ..S7.50 ea. 60 ..

8P^

fi*si
*4 of*

a1

CrO^^

w«t^s0d

SHIRTS
. . S14.00 ea.
1-11 . . S18.00 ea. 36
$16.00 ea. 48 . .. SI3.00 ea.
12 .
24 . .. S15.00 ea. 60 . ..$12.00 ea.

Prices include merchandise and embroidery.
Caps: choose from our huge inventory of summer, winter, poplins or corduroys
Shirts: choose from golf/crew shirts long-sleeve 75 or sweatshirts
(50(50 or 100% cotton)

Wioo

Point Loma Embroidery

. —Q OOW
GOU*®^60&

VIST*
"Watch for
opening in Hlllcrest!"

-

2934 UPSHUR STREET • POINT UOMA
(3 blocks south of Shelter Island Drive) 224-7379 • Visa/MasterCard
Personalized gift catalog now available Gift certificates too!
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES WANTED! Call for information or appointment.
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Halloween Celebrations
Thursday, October 30
• Sigma Chi Halloween Parry with the Untouchables at the El Cortez Convention
Hall.
• Mannikin Nightclub
• Monk's Eighth Annual Halloween Party
Friday, October 31
• KGB Ninth Annual Halloween Ball with the Beat Farmers, at the Del Mar
Fairgrounds.
• 91-X Midnight Monster Bash with Dramarama at the El Cortez
• Bay Lounge with Oh! Ridge at Vacation Village
• Bella Via with Hollis Gentry's Neon
• McDick's Pub with Matt "Guitar" Murphy
• Porthole Lounge at the Holiday Inn-Harborside
• Crystal Ts at the Towne and Country Hotel
• Tio Leo's
• Carlos Murphy's La Jolla
• Fat City

Coming Concerts
Oct. 30 Jack Mack and the Heart Attack at the Belly Up
Oct. 31 New Order and the Fall
Nov. 1 Emerson, Lake and Powell at the Sports Arena, Billy Vera and
the Beaters at the Belly Up
Nov. 2-4 Music Invitational at the Bacchanal
Nov. 8 Midnight Star
Nov. 12 David Sanborn
Nov. 13 Mick Taylor (former Rolling Stones guitarist) at the Belly Up
Nov. 18 Molly Hatchet at the Bacchanal
Nov. 19 Smithereens at the Bacchanal
Nov. 21 Billy Joel at the Sports Arena
Nov. 23 David Lindley at the Belly Up
Nov. 25 Shriekback at the Bacchanal
Nov. 26 Bodeans at the Bacchanal
Dec. 15 Peter Gabriel at The Forum
Dec. 18 David Lee Roth at the Sports Arena
Dec. 31 Ratt at the Sports Arena

Lesser Is Better With Children
by Michael Hall
Stage plays do not easily transfer to the
big screen, as a general rule. Annie, The
Wiz, and Agnes of God did terribly at the
box office when reproduced in movie
form. It is a hard stigma to overcome, but
one recent film release seems to have
broken out of this mold.
Children of a Lesser God is based on the
hit Broadway play of the same name and
actually succeeds on the screen.
The story centers on the ebbing and
flowing relationship between a speech
teacher for deaf children and the beautiful
janitor of the school who refuses to learn
to speak or sign language.
William Hurt and Marlee Matson bring
energy and emotion to the roles. Realism
oozes from the celluloid as Matson (who
portrays the janitor and is actually deaf)

xMsoeocoooseoeooaoooooooooooocooooooooooooooM

The Entertainment Editor's Top Ten Favorite Album Titles
1. My People Were Fair and Had Sky in Their Hair But Now They're Content to Wear
Stars on Their Brows—Tyrannosaurus Rex
2. From a Radio Engine to a Photon Wing—Mike Nesmith
3. Lark's Tongues in Aspic—King Crimson
4. The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars—David Bowie
5. Mazes Inside Faces Inside Your Head—Turtle Transport
6. Frogs, Sprouts, Clogs and Krauts—The Rumor
7. Electric Comic Book—Blues Magoos
8. Ship Arriving Too Late to Save a Drowning Witch—Frank Zappa
9. Weasels Ripped My Flesh—Frank Zappa
10. Zinc Alloy and the Hidden Riders of Tomorrow—T. Rex

$1,000 FIGHT SONG/
ALMA MATER CONTEST
In keeping with this year's theme, "Spirit, Unity
& Tradition" the AS is sponsoring a contest for a Fight
Song and Alma Mater.

ELIGIBILITY:

CATEGORIES:

USD
Community—Students,
alumni, faculty, and
employees.
1. Lyrics
2. Music
3. Lyrics & Music

Three categories for the Fight Song,
Three categories for the Alma Mater

PRIZES:

$1,000 divided among the number of
winners

DEADLINE: November 5, 1986
For More Info: Contact AS Secretary in AS Office

and Hurt began an off-screen romance as
well as on during the shooting of this film.
The strength of this film also rests
strongly in the dialogue, expressed both
verbally and in sign language.
The use of manual communication em
phasizes the vitality of the conversation,
making it evident that the script was
originally planned for the stage.
For a movie that details the crossing of
two very different worlds, Children of a
Lesser God is unsurpassed in detail and
sizzling romance. The film makes you feel
good and you realize that love itself is a
form of communication far more powerful
than the spoken or symboled word.
Children of a Lesser God can be seen in
various theaters around San Diego, but it
is not a picture that one should feel the
need to wait for dollar night in order to
get ones money's worth.

Entertainment Honorable Mentions
11.1 Was a Go-Go Dancer for the Mark Spitz Show—Root Boy Slim
12. The David Bradley Story—David Bradley
13. Tales from Topographical Oceans—YES
14. Damn the Torpedos—Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
15. Who's Ever In New England—Reba Mclntyre

the

Perfect Penguin
TUXEDO

Homecoming
Speciol
Saturday, November 8th, 1986
Bring in this ad for $7.50 off any tux
40 styles to choose from

223-2677

3740 Sports Arena Blvd.
(next to the Sports Arena)
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Gauchos Lasso Toreros' Playoff Hopes
by Angelo Lombardo
Santa Barbara, in their first year of divi
sion three competition, is out to prove
that they are serious about their football
and Saturday USD found out how serious
the Gauchos were. Santa Barbara took ad
vantage of some early USD mistakes and
turned them into a 14 to 9 victory. USD
fell victim to interceptions, missed scoring
opportunities, and mental mistakes. Santa
Barbara, on the other hand, played like a
team with a purpose. Trying to capitalize
on every opportunity and hopes of upset
ting a far superior opponent. Their efforts
paid off as the Gauchos held off USD to
claim their third victory and all but
eliminate the Toreros playoff hopes.
The first quarter was a battle of intercep
tions. Senior Jeff "Mongoose" Mansukhini took the opening kick off and
returned it to the Gaucho's 45 to start
things off for the Toreros. From there the
offensive line led by Juniors Eric Nasland
and Pete Browne opened some big holes to
allow Sophomore running back Virgil
Enriguez to tally up some big yards.
Then, USD's stream of misfortune
began. On first and ten, from the fifteen,
Senior quarterback Pat Dixon had a pass
intended for Mongoose snagged away by
Sophomore DB Bryan Scher. From there
Santa Barbara drove to the Torero thirty

Virgil Enriquez (20) tries to evade Gaucho defender in 14-9 loss to Santa Bar
bara.
when Senior DB Tim White decided to
put a stop to things. White stepped in
front of a Gaucho receiver and returned
the ball to the USD thirty to give the of
fense another shot at the goal. But again,
the Torero drive ended in frustration as
Dixon had his second pass intended for
Mansukhani picked off in the endzone.
"The loss was mostly my fault" remarked
Dixon. "The defense and o-line did great, I

just gave the ball away too much."
Bad breaks also played a key role in
USD's misfortune. The Toreros fell victim
to key mishaps that enabled Santa Bar
bara to stay one step in front of USD all
game. One such break came on Santa Bar
bara's last possession before the half.
Freshman running back Kenny Smith
took the hand-off and turned the corner.
Senior nose guard Joe Muklevich glob-

bered Smith causing him to cough up the
ball. However, the ball traveled ten yards
untouched into the hands of a Gaucho
lineman giving Santa Barbara a key first
down. From there Santa Barbara s
Freshman quarterback Dan Costa
sprinted for the endzone giving the
Gauchos a seven to nothing lead with 1:06
in the half.
On USD's ensuing possession Dixon
drove the ball to the Gaucho twenty, but
the drive ended as (you guessed it) Santa
Barbara's John Barns picked the ball in
the endzone to reserve a seven-nothing
half time lead.
If there is one thing that is constant
about this years Torero football team it is
character. The Toreros refuse to say die
when they are down. After exchanging
touchdowns the USD defense backed the
Gauchos up against their own goal line
and eventually forced a safety. Then,
"Air" Fogar-tee and company went to
work. In a spectacular two minute offense
Toreros moved the ball to the Gaucho fif
teen. However, Senior receiver Scott Riley
couldn't hold on to a Dixon pass with no
time left on the clock. The ball bounced
away along with the Torero playoff hopes.
This Saturday, November 1, USD host
St. Mary's College at 1:30 p.m. Come out
and support "Air" Fogar-tee's Toreros.

USD Ends SDSU Reign As City Soccer Champs
by Gabe Martinez
Like a volcano slowly but surely ready
ing itself to explode, a cross-town rivalry
has been brewing the past few years be
tween the three collegiate soccer powers in
San Diego: UC San Diego, San Diego
State University, and the University of
San Diego. This year saw all stops taken
out as each school vied for San Diego soc
cer supremecy.
The Toreros hosted their arch-rivals,
the San Diego State Aztecs, at home last
Monday. USD, coming into the game
fresh from a 3-0 win over Biola and a
disappointing 3-1 loss to the United States
International University, had earlier this
year defeated UC San Diego 3-1. Mean
ing, of course, that the match between
USD and SDSU would decide who would
own college soccer bragging rights for the
next year.
Both teams came into the game fired up
and ready to play, but the Toreros hit
paydirt not 20 seconds into the game,
when the Aztecs decided to pass the ball
from midfield back to their defense and set
up an attack. Lightning quick, USD for
ward Jim Kyle darted in, pressuring the
Aztec with the ball and forcing a bad pass.
USD top scorer Bo Kaemerle intercepted
the ball and fired a shot into the left cor

ner past the diving goalie. Roars sounded
from the scores of USD fans circling the
field as USD grabbed an early 1-0 lead.
At this point, SDSU showed why they
are ranked 15th in th enation as they set
up a fierce attack, continually pressing
USD and controlling the game. State was
rewarded in time as they put away a penal
ty kick and tied the score at one.
In the second half, both teams traded
scoring opportunities and near blows but
came up with nothing but a couple of cau
tionary yellow cards. At one point, Torero
fullback Ryan "Rocky" Blain, attacking a
loose ball, knocked an Aztec player down
and out for the count. With time ticking
away, SDSU finally capitalized on an op
portunity and scored on a well placed shot
past USD goalie Scott Huckleberry. Just
when it seemed that the Toreros would
lose a heartbreaker, however, forward
Mark Fenick headed a rocket which was
barely saved, and Kaemerle was there to
put away the rebound to tie the score 2-2.
Regulation time expired, and the game
went on to the ever suspenseful overtime.
In the first OT period, SDSU struck first
blood when an Aztec booted a loose ball
into the net. USD stayed in it, however,
when Torero Chris Duke headed a shot
into the goal. Final score, USD 3, SDSU

3.
Anticlimatic? A showdown left
unresolved? Not really. Though the teams
tied and there is no clear cut San Diego
soccer power, SDSU goes home knowing
that their reign as the uncontested city
champs has ended. The Aztecs had beaten

USD for the past few years, but this year
the Toreros played the nationally ranked
SDSU a tough, talented game, and proved
that they are at least equals. Any further
developments will have to wait until next
year, when the volcano begins brewing
again.

PACIFIC ATHLETIC CLUB
WORKOUT SPECIAL FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS

9 for 99

(NINE MONTHS FOR NINETY-NINE DOLLARS)

* AEROBICS * 3 WEIGHT ROOMS * RACQUETBALL
* INSTRUCTION it BODY BUILDING FOR WOMEN

y 3666 MIDWAY DRIVE • 223-5581
SEE BILL FLATLEY
BRING THIS dOUPON

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARRESTINGLY DELICIOUS!*

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES

"Open Every Day Till Midnight"
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Team Tennis Recap
Intramural Doubles Team Tennis is
fast approaching the playoff round.
With that in mind, let's take a look at
the current rankings and the chances
of some of the top teams. First, in the
mens division (current record is in
parentheses):
1) Wimbledon Bound (3-0): The
combination of Frank Flemming and
Marc Thiebach have yet to be
challenged. Flemming is a veteran
champion of intramural doubles and
singles titles and his partner works for
the 1M department, so we have to say
something nice about him too.
2) Dynamic Reyahn (2-0): Sammy
Reyes and Peter Ahn are also
undefeated, but it is unclear whether
the eason is Reyes' awesome first serve
or the fact that the opposition spends
most of their time trying to figure out
what a Dynamic Reyahn is.
3) Mike Hedrick's Team (1-1):
Speaking of team names . .. Hedrick
and Co. might deserve a higher rank
ing, but are being held back by a defi
ciency in the team name department.

4) In Search of Excellence (2-0):

Undefeated, but the quest for perfec
tion goes on. Maybe someday John....
5) Vacant: Currently no team
qualifies for this spot, but we are still
looking.
In the Co-Rec Devision:

1) X-Crew (3-0): In a word, Tim
Storm and Sharon Cavanaugh have
been awesome. If this isn't a # 1 team,
there is no sense having rankings.
2) We Want A Urge (2-0): The
large shirts have not been ordered yet
because first Brent Burns and Holly
Roloff have to defeat the X-Crew.
Still, this possibility is not entirely out
of the question. In fact, Roloff has a
better chance of a championship in
tennis than with her more publicized
Softball team.
3) Byrd Brains (1-0): A team with
one of the more imaginative names,
Mary Byrd and Dave Kingsley pulled
out a squeeker in their only match.
They figure to improve.
4) Sweet and Sour (0-0): Doesn't
anyone want to play this team? Frank
Flemming and Susanne Thiebach will
have to play all their matches in the
last two weeks, but if fatigue doesn't
do them in, Sweet and Sour will be
a factor come playoff time.
5) Tsunami (2-1): Kim Bannon and
Susanne Barone have looked very im
pressive in their last two victories. In
the opener however, they ended up
on the wrong side of an 18-2 score
against We Want A Urge. Ignor
ing that outcome, this all-femlae team
has played as well as any team in the
league.

Toreras Play Well but Lose Twice
It was too bad the USD volleyball team
played its two best matches of the season
this past weekend, because the Toreras
were playing the two best teams in the
West Coast Athletic Conference.
USD looked very good in losing to Pepperdine (ranked 14th in the nation at the
time) 15-9, 15-13, 15-9 and Loyola Marymount 15-10, 15-6, 16-14. But losses are
losses, and USD is now 0-15 for the season
and 0-6 in the WCAC.
"I thought we played very well," stated

USD coach John Martin. "We've been im
proving all along, but they were the two
best teams in the confeence.
Friday night against Pepperdine, Gina
Trapletti led USD in hitting with 12 kills
and had a match-high 11 digs. Saturday,
Jody Conners led the attack with 12 kills
against LMU.
So the Toreras will be looking for that
elusive first win Saturday in their only
match of the week at Nevada-Reno in a
WCAC contest.

Split Personality
Strikes Bowling Gold
Led by Mark Veals and Marie Skahill,

Split Personality captured the team title
in the semi-annual madness known as IM
Midnight Bowling. Actually, the Youu
Whooos totaled more pins, but Carol
Russell's vowel loving team couldn't pass
the chromosome test and were declared
ineligible because they had too many y
genes. In English, that means that their
team consisted of three men and one
woman. But, getting back to Split Per
sonality, their total of 1,461 will not
threaten any all time records but Molly
Morris, Rick Glass, Mark Veals and Marie
Skahill will probably wear their champ
shirts anyway.
Two others who will be wearing champ
shirts are Sue Staniszewski of Quest For
Excellence and Sean Burke of The
Bubbas. Staniszewski's single game score

of 170 was the best by any woman, and in
fact her 155 and 141 were the two next
best scores as well. The only trouble she
had all night was in talking the waitress
into serving her one more beer. Burke
singlehandedly tried to retain the cham
pionship for The Bubbas as he bowled
games of 211 and 206 to take the mens ti
tle. The Bubbas, bowling a player short,
missed the team title by only 256 pins. The
only player to threaten Burke's
dominance was Ed of the Burgies. Ed
missed the high game by 10 pins and the
number of letters needed to make up a last
name. The Burgies also were responsible
for another of the night's highlights as
George Tarkanian proved that a man can
successfully throw a bowling ball between
his legs. Now if only Tarkanian could only
successfully bowl in a conventional man-

It's "Tee" Time
Here's your chance to get away from the
monotony of studying and "Tee" it up on
the links at Mission Bay. It's intramurals
semi-annual FRIDAY AFTERNOON
SCRAMBLE GOLF TOURNAMENT.
So dust off your goal clubs and prepare
yourself for this exciting afternoon ex
travaganza!
Friday, November 7 from 3-5:00 pm is
the date and time of the event. (You can
even hit happy hour in time to get all the

munchies). Two people are all you need to
make a team and costs only $6.50 per per
son. Two divisions are available, one for
men, and for the lady golfers, muted.
If you're not a good golfer don't worry
about it. Intramural rules help in this area
as the name of this game is "best ball"
wins. Make a bad shot and hope your
partner does better.
So come on out to Mission Bay Golf
Course and enjoy this truly recreational
sport.

Classified Ads
Typing Emergencies?
When you run out of time — call us!
8am-9:30 pm — 7 days/nights

By appointment only 462-0187
RAY — Have a Happy Halloween,
but please beware of the ghosts!!

BABYSITTER WANTED. Three
children, nighttime babysitting. Will
pay $4.50 an hour. Call anytime at
297-8800, ext. 151.
TO A GIRL WITH "PERFECT
FORM" - SYBIL, SEE YOU IN
TENNIS CLASS!

What activity DID you like best.. . ?
RESEARCH PROBLEMS?
Call Dr. Arnold 231-477-5493!
All levels ... all subjects.
Foreign students welcome.
G>ngrats Sam. . .
Typing/Editing — Term papers,
manuscripts. Reasonable rates. In
Clairemont. 268-1289.
Attention USD faculty, students and
law school students: Please say a
prayer for Robert Darab, a first-year
law student; he was seriously injured
last Thursday in a bicycling accident
and is in intensive care. Thank you.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING We will support your academic efforts
with fine
presentation. Fast turn
around, at student rate. Call
454-6860.
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
WAYNE!!
Love your little "Alpha" bro.
The world's largest scholarship founda
tion for women is looking for ambitious
women to showcase their talent and poise
through the Mrs San Diego Scholarship
Pageant, a preliminary to the Miss Califor
nia and Miss Amefca Pageants. Entry
deadline is Dec. 1, 19&. For application
call Linda at 484-5276.

PINK TACOS: Charlie Malet called it his biggest victory in a 4
year intramural career. Since it had been almost that long since
his team's opponent, the BAMFs, had lost a flag football game,
Malet's statement may not have been an exaggeration. One
thing however was certain as the final seconds of their 12-0 upset
victory ticked down. The Pink Tacos had earned the distinction
of being the IM Miller Lite team of the Week.

The Blue Scream is Back and We Want You

INTERCOLLEGIATE
USD Women's Basketball Readying For New Season
starters Kelli Behrens, a 6-3 senior
center (10.3 ppg, 7.3 rpg), 6-0 forward
Cathy O'Brien (7.0 ppg, 5.3 rpg) and
guard Debbie Sinopoli (5.3 ppg, 80
assists). Also back is 5-11 junior
Karen Skemp, who started 17 games
last year and averaged 7.9 ppg.
The top newcomer will be Jane
Gilpin, a 5-9 guard who was redshirted last season after transferring
from Penn State. Gilpin will give the
Toreras another strong outside
shooter. "With Jane, you can add 15
points a game onto our score" said
Marpe.
The other six newcomers are
freshmen. Of those, Marpe is count
ing on Cathy Perkins, a 5-10 forward
from Auburn, WA, to step in and
help fill the gap left by Theroux's
departure. Another freshman who
should see considerable action is 5-7
guard Candida Echeverria, the CIF
Division II Player of the Year last
season.
The other freshmen are: Paula
Mascari, a 5-4 guard from San Diego;
Christi English, a 6-2 forward from
Scottsdale, AZ; Meg Estey, a 5-10
guard/forward from Spokane, WA;
and Michele Willard, a 6-2 center
from Corona Del Mar.

The 1986-87 basketball season
holds a lot of promise for the Univer
sity of San Diego Toreras. The squad
is coming off its best season ever with
virtually everyone back, including
four starters. Add to that seven new
players and the reasons are obvious
for Coach Kathy Marpe's optimism.
"I think we can win 20 games,"
stated Marpe, who will be coaching
her seventh season at USD. "Ob
viously, I think we can win our con
ference. Our strengths will be our
shooting at a variety of positions, our
defense (which finished among the
top 20 in the nation a year ago for
fewest points allowed) and our depth
and experience, with us only losing
one starter."
But that one starter was 5-10 power
forward Debbie Theroux, USD's alltime leading scorer and rebounder.
"We're going to miss her in every
respect," added Marpe.
A year ago USD finished with a
16-3 record overall and came in sec
ond in the West Coast Athletic Con
ference with a 8-4 mark.
Back for the Toreras this year is
Julie Evans, who led USD in scoring
with a 13.5 ppg average. Joining the
6-1 sophomore guard are fellow

Softball Regular Season League Leaders
Men's League
Batting Average
Homeruns

Runs Scored
Strike Outs

Batting Average
Homeruns

A League:
B League:
A League:
B League:

.636
.714
3
3

A League:
B League:
A League:
B League:

10
11
18
12

Co-Rec I

Men:
Women:
Men:
Women:

Runs Scored

Men:
Women:

.800
.545
4
1

8
7

Jeff Grotewald (We Be Illin)
Thane Hall (Potentfal Padres)
Larry Getz (Sigma Chi)
Andy Curran (RU Skanken)
Thane Hall (Potential Padres)
Matt Spahr (Potential Padres)
Larry Getz (Sigma Chi)
Thane Hall (Potential Padres)
Bill Mifsud (PhiKap Bushmen)
John Bennett (Beachcombers)
Bryan Day (Baby Makers)
Scott Little (EEEdiths Revenge)
Marietta Perrault (Ballbangers)
Brian Berlinski (Last Chance)
John Nothdurft (Dead End Kids)
Tim OToole (Delta Sigma Pi)
Paula Mascari (EEEdith's Revenge)
Marietta Perrault (Ballbangers)
Theresa Raynor (Last Chance)
Kelly Curtis (Sigma Pi)
Shannon Smith (Zeta Tau Alpha)
Kevin Little (EEEdith's Revenge)
Jill Krapf (EEEdith's Revenge)

Ah yes, it's basketball season once again
and it is time for everyone to show their
true blue Torero Spirit. Join the Blue
Scream basketball booster club and take
part in zany tailgaters, outrageous game
time antics, post game parties, and road
trips to such evil lands as Pepperdine and
Loyola Marymount to name a few such

unmentionables. This is your chance to
get off with the most pathetic, but most
spirited students on campus.
Informational: Tuesday, Nov. 4 at 8:00
p.m. in Solomon Lecture Hall. Come one,
come all, NCAA bound baby! or call
Harry Hadjian at 260-7682.

Special Events Calendar
Entries Due
Playing Day(s)
November 5
November
7
Scramble Golf
November 12
November 15
Powder Puff Football
Time of Race
November 22
Canyon Turkey Fun Run
November 19
November 22
3x3 Basketball
December 3
December 6
Power Lifting Championships
December 3
December 6 &. 7
5x5 Basketball
NOTE: The singles tennis tournament originally scheduled for November 1 has been
cancelled.

Activity

Softball Playoff Preview
The Latest Line
Co-Rec League

Team Name
Ballbangers
EEEdith's Revenge
Squeeze Play

Odds
2-1
5-2
5-2

Last Chance

4-1

Sigma Chi

8-1

Sports Center

8-1

Dead End Kids

12-1

O.T.M.
AkPsi Pleasure Machine

15-1
15-1

Humanahumana

25-1

Velveta Cheese

50-1

Team Name
We Be Illin

Men's
Odds
9-5

Sigma Chi

2-1

Strokin Ballgers

7-2

Taiwan

5-1

Uncle Wiggley's
Slide Em In Harder

5-1
6-1

Free Agents
Fighting Clams

/

yt\

,45-1

Baby Makers

25-1

NROTCU

100-1

Comment

Top seed is undefeated but untested.
Where's Paula?
Defending champs are still the team to
beat.
Don't worry, Steve. You'll have another
chance in the Spring.
Bad news: All playoff opponents are likely
to show up.
Old age and experience will try to over
come youth and talent. Don't bet on it.
Have come a long way since opening
game debacle.
Two game win streak is in serious jeopardy.
Improving every year. Maybe by the turn
of the century. . .
Fact that this team was once ranked is
evidence in favor of drug testing for
pollsters.
Found a team name in time for the Spring
season.
Comment
With or without Grotewald, the team to
beat.
On paper, the team with the most ability.
On grass, the result may be different.
A good bet to win the championship .. .
nex/semester.
Ndt playing like a team that lost its best
three players.
Name alone makes them a contender.
Capable of beating (or losing to) any team
in the league.
Not without a chance.
Playoff competition may prove easier
than what they faced during the regular
season.
"A" league competition should prove to
be a whole different ball game.
Living proof that anyone can make the
playoffs.

